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Abstract

Designing an underwater source of sound that operates at very low frequencies,
such that the wavelength is many times the longest source dimension, is often
challenging. Issues with impractical physical dimensions, highly reactive radiation
impedance causing low acoustic output power, and failure limitations from dynamic strain all inhibit low-cost, efficient products. However, a woodwind musical
instrument, specifically a clarinet, effectively produces low frequencies despite a
highly reactive input impedance. By examining the physical principles of a clarinet, it is feasible to construct an underwater low frequency projector (LFP) that
operates on those principles. Specifically, understanding the thermoviscous losses
and radiation characteristics of the clarinet bore, the functions of tone holes, and
how the standing wave in the bore couples to the reed oscillation in a nonlinear
positive-feedback loop allows the designer to create an underwater source that
operates on the same positive-feedback coupling between the bore and reed.
This thesis explains the relevant clarinet physics, followed by a description
of the prototype construction and experimental method for measuring the signal
produced by the prototype. A compendium of data are presented which show that
the device produces a tonal sound of roughly 250 Hz, corresponding to ka < .001,
at a sound pressure level averaging 140 dB re:1µP a. This tonal source is associated
with a secondary broadband source corresponding to a cloud of cavitation bubbles
which are present only when the system is oscillating. Spectrogram data show
that, despite the complications from cavitation, the tone is stable in frequency and
amplitude over periods of a minute or more. From this data, it is concluded that
building an underwater sound source which can operate at very low ka is feasible
and that further research is justified in improving the power output, removing the
issues of cavitation, and improving the sophistication of the design.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
When solving acoustical problems, there is often a dramatic divide between the
ease of solving the problem analytically and solving it practically. By making
appropriate initial assumptions, a mathematical solution to a given problem may
be trivial. However, the process of then designing a device that can operate in
more complicated circumstances presents wholly new challenges.
Underwater acoustic projectors suffer from these stringent restrictions. Bandwidth and directionality rely on how the physical dimensions of the device compare
to a wavelength, which is longer for a given frequency in water than in air. Power
output is related to the real part of the radiation impedance, but in underwater
sources, that impedance is more reactive at a given frequency in water than air.
This again is a result of longer wavelengths. While a change in sound speed does
not inherently change the physics of the sound production, it forces designers to
re-scale the available frequency ranges of a prospective device. It is therefore the
goal of this project to design, build, and prove the feasibility of a low-frequency underwater source that can navigate these ever-present obstacles. This design models
itself on the acoustic principles by which a clarinet produces sound.
In order to proceed with a discussion of this idea, it is first necessary to investigate a basic explanation of sound sources in air, and also explore an example
of a recent underwater projector design. Chapter 2 will give an overview of these
sound sources, illustrate the analog circuits that describe their function, and explain the reason for the difficulty involved with underwater low frequency sound
projection. After becoming familiar with these designs, the analog circuit for this
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new clarinet-based projector will be shown in its large scale.
Throughout Chapter 3, aspects of how a clarinet works will be explored. Specifically, the acoustics of the nonlinear reed mechanics and also the tube or bore of
the instrument will be discussed, as will the unique nature of how they are coupled
in a positive-feedback mechanism. As each aspect of the clarinet is explored, it
will be related back to the analog circuit, such that by the chapter’s end, the entire
circuit design will be accounted for.
Chapter 4 will explain the architecture of the experiment that will examine the
nature of the signal produced by the prototype. The challenges of this experiment
center around achieving an apparatus that will produce tonal sound with water as a
medium instead of air. Among other discussions, a description of efforts to create
a watertight input pressure chamber and also a suitable resonator of a variable
length will be included.
The results of the experiments will compose Chapter 5, providing a compendium of information based on time domain trace data acquired by a hydrophone.
By performing Fourier Analysis on this time domain data, we can view the spectrum of the sound produced by the source with a confident degree of precision.
This thesis will conclude in Chapter 6 with a reiteration of preliminary inferences,
present problems that interfere with data collection, and directions for future work.

Chapter

2

Fundamentals of Sound Sources
The complexity of this project poses significant challenges because it incorporates
concepts from many different acoustic fields. Before addressing the main sound
source described in this thesis, it is wise to explore the basics of speaker modeling,
both in water and in air. A brief overview of those principles and how to construct analog circuits of these systems will precede exploration of this particular
underwater source.

General Approach
Electroacoustic projectors of sound can be as simple or complicated as is necessary to meet the requirements of the problem. In a basic analysis, three components must be accounted for: the source of electric signal that will excite the
moving parts, the mechanical properties of those moving parts, and the radiation
impedance caused by the fluid that is moved. Each component is usually discussed
in its own domain, be it electrical, mechanical, or acoustical respectively∗ . Therefore, it is common to transform the values, be they voltages, impedances, flows,
etc., such that the entire system is described in one domain.
One of the simplest cases would be a baffled piston system: a single piston
caused to move in an infinite rigid baffle by an AC voltage source† . This system
∗

Many systems do not restrict themselves to these three domains. Magnetic domains, especially, have their presence.
†
The electrical voltage causes the piston to move in some way depending on the design.
Strictly speaking, it moves because of an AC force source where the AC force is caused by the
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can be completely described by the voltage source, the mechanical properties of the
speaker, consisting of a lumped mass, compliance, and resistance, and a radiation
impedance. To make a circuit describing such a system would require only six
components∗ , all in series. The result is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Impedance Analog Circuit for a Baffled Piston
The radiation impedance for a piston in a rigid baffle is a complex quantity, Zrad =
ρc [Rrad + jXrad ]. Shown below are the real and the imaginary components,
Rrad = 1 −

J1 (2ka)
2ka

Xrad =

2H1 (2ka)
2ka

(2.1)

where J1 (x) is the Bessel function and H1 (x) is the Struve function.
Using this circuit, we can plot the impedance, or admittance, of the system,
revealing the response of the system given a unit peak voltage. Ideally, a speaker
will have a stable and uniform amplitude response over the entire bandwidth of
interest. However, the individual components determine the frequency response of
the system.
Figure 2.2 shows the frequency response of the circuit in Figure 2.1. The calculation was computed in MATLAB, and the radiation impedance used a Struve function approximation [2]. Given a unit voltage amplitude, the admittance is equal to
voltage applied to the system.
∗
Recall that mechanical resistance, stiffness, and mass are represented by the resistor, capacitor, and inductor respectively in an impedance analog circuit.
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the flow through the system. By plotting admittance instead of impedance, Figure
2.2 actually corresponds to the mobility analog response. The system is modeled
with a theoretical speaker that has a mechanical stiffness of 5000
8 grams, a mechanical resistance of 6.7

kg
,
s

N
,
m

a mass of

and a radius of 5 cm. These values

were chosen not only because they correspond to realistic properties of a typical
speaker, but also because the specific combination yields a resonance peak that is
not very sharp and a response beyond resonance that is generally flat.

Figure 2.2: Admittance of a Baffled Speaker System with Unit Input Voltage
Note that the peak in the admittance magnitude corresponds to the mechanical
ps
1
resonance of the speaker, of the form f0 = 2π
for stiffness s and mass m. Also
m
at this frequency, the phase passes through 0. Both of these observations suggest
that the mechanical properties of the speaker are highly influential on the sound
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that it will produce. While the location of the peak corresponds to the mechanical
resonance frequency, the mechanical resistance controls the sharpness of that peak
and also contributes to a somewhat even response beyond f0 .
Equally important as the determining properties of the mechanical resonance,
the size of the speaker affects many aspects of radiation including directionality
and sound power output. This is easier to see by looking at low- and high-frequency
approximations of the analytic radiation impedances introduced earlier.[3]

Resistive Element Reactive Element
J1 (2ka)
2ka
1
(ka)2
2

Analytic

Rrad = 1 −

Low Frequency Approximation

Rrad →

High Frequency Approximation

Rrad → 1

2H1 (2ka)
2ka
Xrad → 8ka
3π
2
Xrad → πka

Xrad =

In a low frequency limit, the wave number k is small, and squaring it reduces the
value further, so the reactive component dominates. Conversely, at high frequencies, the reactive value decreases inversely with k, tending to negligible amounts,
and the radiation impedance approaches the characteristic impedance ρc.
The crucial quality of these approximations is that, like the original expressions,
they are not only a function of frequency k =

ω
c

but also of the radius a of the

piston. If the sound speed changes, the wave number must also change if frequency
is constant. Since

cair
cwater

≈ .23, the wave number will decrease by that factor when

a wave propagates in water instead of air. This change in medium results in
an upward shift in what defines the low-frequency regime. A 50 Hz source, for
example, sees a markedly more reactive impedance in water than in air. A given
source that radiates poorly at low frequencies will do so even more poorly in water,
not because of a change in the physical principles dictating the radiation, but due
to a re-scaling of the value ka.
By this fact, a reasonable goal is to project high frequencies, as the output
power per input power is favorable for the transducer. While it may be more
efficient for the transducer to produce high frequencies, the medium itself allows
low frequencies to propagate much further than high frequencies. Low frequency
waves have very long∗ characteristic attenuation distances and are therefore ideal
∗

Very long here means long compared to the wavelength corresponding to that low frequency.
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for long-distance signal transmission. For many purposes that do not require very
long-range, omnidirectional propagation of sound, operating in a higher-frequency
regime is sufficient or even ideal. For this project, applications relevant to lowfrequency propagation are of interest.
However, creating very low frequencies contradicts the ease of the transducer to
produce sound. Recall that the radiation impedance on a source that could produce
a low frequency is dominantly imaginary; very little energy will propagate away
from the source, because energy stays local to the system. As explained above,
the radiation impedance is a function not only of frequency but also of effective
surface radius. Therefore, for a given frequency, a larger radius will produce the
desired larger output. This, however, clashes with a practical requirement that
the transducer be compact on a ship or other floating body, where space is highly
valuable. Additionally, increasing the radius does not address efficiency issues.
Optimizing these three considerations is the issue with low-frequency underwater projector design: the sound source must produce frequencies low enough to
travel far distances, high enough to be produced with sufficient power, and also be
small and lightweight enough to be manageable on the structure or vessel which
houses it. Optimizing the practical and acoustic efficiencies of the sound source
under these conditions poses a great challenge to the developer.

Example Underwater Low Frequency Source
For the sake of context, analyzing an existing underwater electroacoustic projector puts into practice the theory that was both derived and was concluded
from the simple baffled piston example. In 2012, researchers Frédéric Mosca, Guillaume Matte, and Takura Shimura developed a low frequency source that met very
specific practical requirements.[1] The device needed to produce high amplitude,
horizontally omnidirectional sound that could travel underwater and be detectable
over 1000 kilometers from the source.
Their resulting product, illustrated two ways in Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(c),
makes use of a Janus-type piezoelectric transducer. This transducer is made of a
pair of piezoelectric ceramic stacks, each with a headmass and sharing a tailmass,
forming a “dogbone” shape which is excited longitudinally to produce sound. The
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stack is traditionally housed in a rigid case, decoupled from the stack. Proof of
its utility in low frequency, down to 300-400 Hz, underwater source production is
well-documented.[4]

Figure 2.3: Janus-cylinder Illustration (a), Analog Circuit (b), FEA model (c),
and frequency response (d), from [1].
The device is a combination of this transducer stack and a metallic cylinder
whose breathing mode is excited by the Janus element. Specifically, the Janus
element is excited longitudinally, and because its resonance is close to that of the
breathing mode of the cylinder, the waves produced by the piezoelectric stack
causes time-harmonic activity in the shell. The combination of the oscillations of
both components produces the measured sound field.
The research, published in 2013, describes the “Janus-Hammer Bell (JHB)”
transducer and includes theoretical lumped element response characteristics, which
are then compared to measured data.[1] Shown in Figure 2.3(b) is the lumped
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element circuit. To the far left are the electrical characteristics of the driving
power supply. That power supply feeds the motion of the drive stack which, with
help of the head mass, causes the cylinders to excite. The cylinders have their
own lumped characteristics and are subject to the radiation loading of the water
that impinges on it. Figure 2.3(d) shows the response of the system, specifically
to illustrate the peak in response near 300 Hz.
In many ways, this transducer mirrors the basic structure of any radiator. Its
analog circuit describes the electric driver, the mechanical properties of the moving
parts, and the interaction between those parts and the medium in which sound is
radiated. The results of their measurements agree well with this simplified model
and their transducer meets all of the restrictive requirements placed upon it.
Many of those requirements overlap with the long-term goals of the clarinetbased projector. However, the JHB transducer does not address common obstacles
to transducers of its kind. For example, the device is large and heavy, with volume of roughly .57m3 and a mass of over 200 kg. Additionally, the displacement
amplitude of the moving elements are limited not only by the electrical input but
also by the catastrophic unloading that is associated with cavitation at the surface
of the drivers. The early prototypes of the clarinet-based source improve on the
JHB transducer by having a smaller volume and mass, and no moving parts that
are damaged by the presence of cavitation.

Clarinet-Based Projector
With an understanding of some existing systems, it is now appropriate to introduce
the current project. The analog circuit that is the model for this projector contains
several subcircuits. A subcircuit here is defined as a component which acts as a
placeholder for further circuitry, used to conserve space in the top level view of
the circuit. For example, the transformer symbol in Figure 2.4 is a subcircuit.
When opening it, the circuitry which is represented by that symbol is visible. This
strategy is similar to using classes and functions in programming languages.
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This section will present the least detailed, but most intuitive, view of the
model, giving context to the physical structure that will eventually be built. The
finer details of the model rely on various aspects of clarinet acoustics; these principles will comprise Chapter 3.
Figure 2.4 shows the analog circuit in its most complete, and least detailed,
form.

Figure 2.4: Clarinet Model Equivalent Circuit
Several structures correspond directly to important parts of a clarinet, including
the reed, bore, and input pressure. The section labeled mouth refers to the static
input pressure produced by the player. That pressure, labeled with a p+ and p− ,
acts both to the left and right of the pressure subcircuit. The reed components
to the far left mirror the RLC model of a moving piston from in Figure 2.1. It is
here that those values corresponding to a typical reed are assigned. However, the
effect of the player’s embouchure, which can change any or all of the effective mass,
stiffness, or resistance of the reed, can also be applied to this RLC group by simply
adjusting the values or by adding more R, L, and C components. To the right is
the bore of the clarinet, which houses a complicated nest of circuits accounting for
the many different properties of a clarinet bore. These will be discussed in more
detail throughout Chapter 3.
Several other components shown are not related to the physical structure of
the projector but are still relevant to the calculations done in a circuit simulation
program called SPICE, Simulation Program With Integrated Circuit Emphasis.
For example, the voltage source labeled Ammeter does not actually produce a
voltage. Instead, it reads the current i at that location and integrates that in
a separate calculation circuit, not shown, to determine the position of the reed,
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which can be plotted over time∗ . Additionally, the transformer symbol corresponds
not to a pre-allocated transformer component in SPICE but to a subcircuit using
a system of gyrators and resistors to model an ideal transformer. This transformer
translates from pressure and volume velocity in the acoustic domain to mechanical
variables, force and velocity, used when analyzing the reed. This is commonly
done in multi-domain circuit analysis. The details of this transformer are given in
Appendix A.
Figure 2.4 provides a pithy “one-to-one” analogy between large parts of a clarinet and its connection to large parts of the SPICE model. However, the acoustics
of clarinet sound production are much more complicated and the contents of the
subcircuits housed in this main model comprise the most interesting parts of the
model. Chapter 3 will proceed to introduce those principles of clarinet acoustics
and subsequently connect them to the model; the completion of the chapter will
also complete the discussion of the model.

∗

SPICE sees the flow as current, but the analogy is to a mechanical domain, in which the flow
is velocity. Integrating the velocity of the reed gives the position.

Chapter

3

Physics of Clarinets and
Applications to SPICE Circuit
Model
For all musical instruments, the components of its physical structure can be categorized either as the generator, the resonator, or the radiator. The effect of a
radiator does not alter the physics of sound production in a critical way; it is possible to produce stable sound without its inclusion. Therefore a radiator is not
considered in the initial design or prototypes.
The generator of the instrument is where the sound or vibration is input from
the player. For reed wind instruments, the mechanical vibration of the reed causes
the air in the instrument to vibrate and make sound. The resonator of the instrument uses the energy supplied by the generator to develop a quasi-standing wave.
If the wave is stable, so is the harmonic structure. The resonator usually spans
the body of the instrument, as it must be large enough to support low frequency
fundamentals. The resonator of the clarinet is the air in the bore of the instrument.
Armed with a general idea of the main parts of a clarinet, a closer inspection of
these is necessary.
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Resonator
The easiest segment to examine is the resonator. In a pipe of finite length and
arbitrary boundary conditions, waves propagate in both directions, so the pressure
in the pipe is well-described: p(x, t) = Aej(ωt−kx) + Bej(ωt+kx) where A and B are
complex constants and depend on the boundary conditions. The impedance of the
pipe is the ratio of the pressure to the volume velocity and is normalized to Z0 ,
which is the impedance in an infinitely long pipe.
In a most crude model, we can imagine the resonator as a pipe, closed at the
mouthpiece end and open at the other. If the radius of the pipe is sufficiently
small, we can proceed in a one-dimensional analysis∗ . At the closed end, the
particle velocity is zero, so the pressure is a maximum. At the open end, there
is no force, and the pressure is zero. Therefore, odd-quarter wavelengths must fit
inside the length of the tube, giving the familiar expression for the fundamental
frequency, f1 =

c
.
4L

However, this is not the only frequency that produces an

acceptable wavelength. The entire spectrum of allowable frequencies is given by
fn =

(2n+1)c
4L

where n is a positive integer or zero.

This basic closed-open model fails for several reasons to accurately describe the
behavior of a clarinet’s bore. For example, basic impedance analysis shows that
the termination impedance is† ZL =

p
U

=

jρc
.
S

Specifically, the impedance is purely

reactive, meaning that no energy will leave the system and no sound is heard by the
listener. A more realistic model would include the possibility for energy to radiate
out. To improve the validity of the model, we will need to develop a more detailed
∗

A formal, general solution for waves in a cylindrical cross-section pipe makes use of cylindrical
waves:




Jm (kr r)
cos(mθ)
cos(kz z)
p(r, θ, z, t) =
ejωt
(3.1)
Nm (kr r)
sin(mθ)
sin(kz z)
where Nm (kr r) vanish ∀m because pressure must be finite at r = 0, and kr = πqamn and qmn are
values satisfying the boundary condition that the walls be rigid, such that the slope of pressure
vanishes, J 0 (πqmn ) = 0. The plane wave mode corresponds to m = n = 0. The first non-plane
mode occurs when m = 0 and n = 1, corresponding to a radial mode excited at ωc = 1.84c
a .
However, because the radius of a typical clarinet bore is so small, this frequency exceeds 10 kHz
in water, which is well above the bandwidth of interest for a clarinet. It is therefore safe to
assume a one-dimensional analysis at least as a preliminary.
∂p
†
This equation comes from Euler’s Equation, ∂x
= ρ ∂v
∂t . If we assume a time-harmonic wave,
jωt
p = po e , then Euler’s Equation reduces to jkp = jωρv, yielding the quotient Up . An extra
factor of j is included because at a node, pressure and volume velocity are 90o out of phase.
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description of the impedance of the instrument. In doing so, the important effects
of thermoviscous losses and the presence of a lattice of tone holes in the pipe will
be included.

Transmission Line Equation
Suppose now that we have a pipe of finite length that has some input impedance,
Zin , instead of a closed end, and is terminated by some impedance ZL at its other
end, instead of being left in an “open” condition. By calculating Zin , which is a
function of the impedance looking down the pipe all the way to the termination
ZL , we will have completely described the pipe’s acoustic properties. Returning
to our expression for pressure, and using Euler’s Equation, we can describe the


volume velocity: U = Z10 Aej(ωt−kx) − Bej(ωt+kx) . We can therefore calculate the
input and termination impedances exactly:
 −jkL

p(L, t)
Ae
+ BejkL
ZL =
= Z0
U (L, t)
Ae−jkL − BejkL


A+B
Zin = Z0
A−B

(3.2)
(3.3)

Combining these two equations yields the acoustic transmission line equation,
which describes Zin in terms of ZL :

Zin = Z0

ZL + jZ0 tan kL
Z0 + jZL tan kL


(3.4)

Note that if ZL = Z0 , then Zin = Z0 . The acoustic significance of this case is
that the termination produces no reflections, which either means the pipe is seen
as infinitely long by the acoustic wave, or that ZL was chosen especially as an
impedance matching system, designed to nullify reflections.
Such impedance matching appears in the model as shown in the resistor labeled Termination Impedance in Figure 2.4. The impedance chosen is specifically designed this way so that no reflections occur beyond the furthest tone hole,
preserving the desired impedance spectrum. While any ZL would work mathematically, only a complex impedance will support standing wave production within
the bore; this complex impedance will come from a lattice of tone holes, which will
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be described later in the chapter.
Other impedance choices for ZL , which are more realistic for a clarinet but were
not chosen for simplicity, may be a flanged opening,





ZL
2J1 (2ka)
2H1 (2ka)
= 1−
+j
.
Z0
2ka
2ka

(3.5)

Defined as an opening in a baffle, this is the acoustic analog to a baffled piston
in the mechanical domain. Another realistic option is an unflanged opening, for
which Levine and Schwinger compute a low-frequency approximation of

ZL
Z0

=

2

((.5ka) + j · 0.61ka). [5] Low-frequency in this context implies that ka  1. Using
k =

ω
,
c

then ka =

2πf a
c

= .21 for a 10 kHz frequency, a 4 cm radius pipe, and

cwater . Therefore, since the frequency range of interest is several octaves below this
frequency, we are very safely within a low-frequency approximation.
Finally, ZL could be a combination of the unflanged opening, which is the
most realistic of the above three, in series with a radiator bell. That bell itself
may require modeling as a chain of transmission lines to account for the variable
cross-sectional area throughout its length. This would produce the most realistic
result for a clarinet. However, this project has not yet examined the inclusion of a
radiator, both because it is not crucially necessary for stable sound production and
because some of the function of a radiator is achieved by a lattice of tone holes,
which will be discussed later.
Incorporating transmission line theory with a circuit model is straight-forward.
For a given length L, that section of the transmission line can be modeled with
a “T” network, shown in Figure 3.1. By making L small enough that lumped
elements well describe that length, concatenating multiple networks, and changing
the values for the lumped elements as necessary, the entire length of the bore can be
accounted for. Therefore, we will employ this strategy for the bore of the clarinet
model. Figure 3.2 shows this application∗ .
∗

The entire circuit shown in the figure is the subcuircuit of the large rectangle appearing in
Figure 2.4.
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Figure 3.1: Simple “T” Network describing a short length of a transmission line

Figure 3.2: Concatenated Subcircuit Represntation of Lumped Element Model for
Clarinet Resonator.

Figure 3.3: Zoomed in Section of One Subelement of Circuit Model From Figure
3.2.
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Sections of tube of varying length comprise the first row of subcircuits. The
lower rows represent other parts of the resonator. Figure 3.3 shows more clearly
the structure of an individual section of tube, and Figure 3.4 shows the contents
of Tube 6-24-32, which models a small length of the resonator.

Figure 3.4: Small Section of the Tube 6-24-32
Figure 3.4 resembles in structure the simple “T” network from Figure 3.1,
but the simple lumped elements have been replaced with subcircuits: L tube and
C tube. They are more realistic, and more complicated, versions of the lossy
inductor and capacitor. The subcircuits that are represented by the L tube and
C tube segments are designed to account more accurately for irreversible losses in
the tube, which is the discussion of the next topic.

Thermoviscous Losses
The previous section described a method for modeling a transmission line in a
circuit, but the utility of the network described in Figure 3.1 is very limited. Figure
3.4 replaces the single components with subcircuits designed to more realistically
portray the lossy mechanisms of a clarinet bore. This section will describe those
mechanisms and the contents of those subcircuits.
In normal circumstances, sound is an adiabatic process∗ . However, at boundaries, heat has an opportunity to diffuse from or to the incident wave, depending
on the phase. This results in a space over which the wave is isothermal and not
∗

In air, in order for the wavelength to be short enough to allow temperatures between a wave
and a boundary that it impinges on to equilibrate, the frequency would be on the order of MHz
[6], and would be even higher in water.
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adiabatic. Similarly, the effects of viscous drag become more apparent near walls.
This is a result of the no-slip boundary condition required exactly at the wall∗ .
These regions, the Thermal Boundary Layer and Viscous Boundary Layer

s
δt =

2κ
ωρCp

r
δν =

2ν
ω

(3.6)

describe a length extending from the wall over which the wave amplitude decays
exponentially as it propagates down the tube. Specifically, the amplitude decays
by a factor of e in a characteristic length† equal to δ.
If we define a variable,

z = (j − 1)

a
,
δν,t

(3.7)

which is valid for either penetration depth, and a function,
f=

2J1 (z)
,
zJ0 (z)

(3.8)

then we can explicitly describe the series impedance Z and shunt admittance Y
used in a transmission line that models a unit length of cylindrical‡ pipe:

Z=

jωρ
2
πa (1 − fν )

Y =

jωπa2
[1 + (γ − 1)f ]
ρc2

(3.9)

If we multiply both sides by a differential length dl, then we can apply these equations to any sufficiently small length of pipe and re-write the impedance equation:
∗

Assume a rigid wall such that vz = 0. If we allow fluid to move with nonzero velocity at the
wall, then the gradient of the velocity would be infinite. Thus, the velocity must approach zero
as it reaches the boundary.
†
Typically, the boundary layers are on the order of hundreds of microns.
‡
The above definition for f is only valid as shown for this geometry.
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jωρdl 1
jωρdl
Zdl =
=
2
πa 1 − f
πa2

1
1−
1−

!
(3.10)

1
f

If we plug in the function f , and expand the Bessel functions in a continued
fraction, the following results: [7]

Zdl =

jωρdl jωρdl
−
πa2
πa2 1 −

1

(3.11)

1
2
zν

·

1
2
zν −

1
4
zν −

...

If we define new variables which are designed to transform z to mass-like and
resistance-like impedances respectively,

L0 =

ρdl
πa2 ;

Rν =

8πρνdl
2,
(πa2 )

(3.12)

then we can simplify the continued fraction expansion into one that is useful
for computational and programming purposes:

Zdl = jωL0 + Rν +

1
3
jωL0

+

(3.13)

1
2Rν +

1
5 +
jωL0 3Rν +

1
7 +
jωL0

1

1

4Rν +

...

After the intial two terms, the continued fraction is an infinite pattern of a
resistance-like impedance whose value is integrally related to Rν in parallel with a
mass-like impedance whose values are odd inverse-multiples of L0 . The details of
the algebra, as well as an account for how many R-L branches are needed for the
approximation to sufficiently converge to the analytic solution, were published in
2014. [7]
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It is exactly this mathematical process that gives rise to Figures 3.5 and 3.6∗ .
Note that some of the components of the circuit were cut to conserve space. The
ellipses in the broken wire to the right of the figure indicate this curtailing.

Figure 3.5: Circuit analogy application of series impedance per unit length. Subcircuit of L tube 24 from Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.6: Circuit analogy application of shunt admittance per unit length. Subcircuit of C tube 0 from Figure 3.4.

Each of these is housed in the subcircuit rectangles shown in Figure 3.4 and
represents only a small portion of the length of the tube. The structure in Figure
∗

Also note that the structure of Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 inspire the naming for Tube 6-24-32.
Specifically, the combination comes from the number of “T” networks concatenated together, the
number of inductors used in the RL ladder, and the number of capacitors in the RC ladder.
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3.4 is itself also only a small portion of the tube, such that several copies of it are
placed in series in order to describe the entire length of the tube, This comprises
the first row of subcircuit rectangles in Figure 3.2. Beneath that row are yet more
subcircuits, which are present to account for tone holes along the bore. These
tone holes further complicate the impedance of the tube, yet are important for
harmonic integrity.

Tone Hole Lattices
The theory and function of tone holes is traditionally to alter the natural resonance
frequency of the bore by changing its length. Doing so makes available to the player
a wide variety of musical tones. This section will describe exactly how the effective
length of the bore is changed and what other consequences that that change causes
other than simply the frequency of the sounding tone.
The presence of an open hole in the side of a cylindrical bore alters the impedance
of the bore. At the hole, the medium has multiple paths it can follow, which can
drastically alter the ability for standing waves to form. If air flows out the tone
hole, then some energy leaves the bore and travels the thickness of the wall. Some
of that energy will be radiated out. Because a fraction of the air radiates out of
the bore before the termination, an effective bore length is induced, which is less
than the physical length.[8] The amount of air radiated out the tone hole affects
the length correction it induces on the bore. If a larger fraction of the radiated
power comes from the tone hole, the effective length correction increases.
The radiation impedance for acoustic pistons such as the lip of a tone hole,
defined by the boundary at which the tone hole becomes open to the exterior of
the bore, is related to the radius of that piston: a larger radius generates greater
acoustic power while also affecting a more substantial hydrodynamic mass. When
the radius of the tone hole equals the radius of the bore, the effective length of the
bore converges to the location of the tone hole. For example, in a 1 meter pipe
with a tone hole at x = .5 meters, if the radii of the pipe and the hole are equal,
acoustic waves will treat the pipe as if it were only .5 meters long.
However, this outcome is frequency-dependent, and it is necessary to know
precisely how. The pressure at the junction must be continuous; all of the power
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that went into the bore must either be transmitted past the junction, be reflected
back, or travel into the tone hole. Because the power is related not only to the
square of pressure but also the real part of the impedance or the admittance,
(
Πrad ∝

1
2

Re{Z}

p2

,

(3.14)

this condition on the pressure can be used to compare the admittances at the three
junction paths.
Assume a long pipe with one tone hole far from either end. The admittance on
the transmitted side of the junction, Ytr , of the pipe is simply Ytr = Y0 , because
the pipe continues for many wavelengths beyond the tone hole and is seen to be
infinite by the acoustic wave. The admittance of the tone hole, Yb , can be modeled
as unflanged radiation out of the hole in series with an acoustic inertance whose
length is the thickness of the pipe wall: Zb = jω Sρtb + Z0b ((.5kb)2 + j · 0.61kb) for
tone hole radius b and effective∗ pipe thickness t. The admittance looking into the
junction from the incident side, Yin , is the series sum of Ytr and Yb .
Because the inertance of Zb increases with ω, higher frequencies will see a
greater acoustic inertia looking into the tone hole than the rest of the bore. Likewise, since Yin is a function of Yb , high frequencies will not reflect back up the pipe;
the only path is to transmit down the bore. It is in this nature that the presence
of a tone hole acts as a high-pass filter.
This comparison between the admittances of the tone hole and the transmitted
section of the bore requires several variables to be described mathematically. There
is a critical value at which the admittances will equate. Below this cutoff frequency,
waves will reflect most of their energy, as the bore has lower admittance than the
tone hole. Above this frequency, energy is mostly transmitted, inhibiting standing
wave production.
When incorporating a tone hole lattice in the SPICE model, the importance is
not necessarily creating a new component as was done for the thermoviscous losses.
Rather, the design challenge comes in deciding on the desired cutoff frequency and
∗

Strictly speaking, the effective thickness of the wall will be determined both by the hydrodynamic mass of the radiation end and also the fact that a circular cross-section tone hole on a
surface that is also curved is not exactly cylindrical.
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subsequently choosing the ideal combination of variables, related to the geometry
of the bore, to achieve that frequency.
Referring to Figure 3.2 or 3.3, sections of pipe are interrupted, in parallel, by
the subciruits on the lower rows. The second row is a section of tube that is exactly
the thickness of the pipe. At the end of that is a new subcircuit designed to calculate the radiation impedance, which includes the hydrodynamic mass discussed
on page 21, on the end of the tone hole. This subcircuit, designed based off of
Leo Beranek’s circuit model of a piston in an infinite baffle, is shown in Figure
3.7. The components are specifically designed to account for a multitude of phenomena. Specific elements, such as the inductance, L1 =
R2 =

ρ0 c
,
πa2

8ρ0
,
3π 2 a

and the resistance,

have values corresponding to an effective hydrodynamic mass seen by

the acoustic piston and a characteristic impedance associated with the acoustic
piston radiating to the free field. The entire combination of components results in
an approximation to the theoretical radiation resistance which, at low frequencies,
is quadratic in frequency in the real part and linear in frequency in the imaginary
part. [9] This is consistent with the more realistic unflanged opening termination
impedance by Levine and Schwinger mentioned on page 15.

Figure 3.7: Circuit for calculating radiation impedance out of the tone hole.
The final row of subcircuits, shown in detail in Figure 3.8, are also calculations,
specifically to compute the farfield pressure caused by sound radiating out of the
tone holes.
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Figure 3.8: Circuit for calculating the farfield pressure from tone hole lattice radiation.
This subcircuit again makes use of a voltage source used only to measure the
flow. In this case, it is measuring the acoustic flow through the tone hole. It uses
that flow in a simple inductance loop, for which the impedance is simply Z =
jωL, assuming no internal losses. Therefore, the pressure across this indutance
is p = jωLU for input acoustic flow U . By letting the inductance L =
theoretical value for farfield pressure results: p =

ρ
,
4π

the

jωρU
.
4π

Returning to tone hole theory, if we alter this model to have an infinite array
of regularly-spaced tone holes, the cutoff frequency is given,
  r !
b
1
fc = 0.11c
a
st

(3.15)

where a is the radius of the pipe and s is half the distance between two adjacent
tone holes. [10] The pipe radius and thickness are typically fixed, but the distance
between the holes and the radius of those tone holes give flexibility to the value
that fc takes.
It is important to not confuse the intuitive nature of this filtering mechanism.
The tone hole lattice is a high-pass filter, but the practical effect of that is to inhibit
high-frequency standing wave production, subsequently preventing stable tones at
those high frequencies. Another perspective is to treat the tone hole lattice as a
low-pass filter on the impedance vs. frequency function, one which deadens peaks
that appear above fc , leaving only those impedance peaks below fc at which the
instrument can operate.
Also note that this cutoff frequency relies on an infinite lattice. Similarly, the
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argument based on comparing admittances requires that YL = Y0 . If reflections
from the end of the bore are possible, this cutoff frequency changes, and a more
rigorous exploration of the theory is required. In the SPICE model, there is a finite
number of tone holes, but the bore is terminated with Z0 , giving the effect of an
infinite pipe, and therefore these issues are mitigated.

Generator
At this point, the resonator of the clarinet has been sufficiently explored and
attention must now focus on understanding how it couples to the generator of the
original sound.

Non-linear Reed Behavior
When a static pressure is introduced at the reed opening, the Bernoulli effect
dominates: the flow created by the static pressure induces a lower than ambient
pressure in the mouthpiece, causing the reed to move closed. Conversely, when
there is excess pressure in the mouthpiece, the reed will tend to open. To explore
this quantitatively, we must use the equation for Bernoulli force for laminar flow
in a streamline:


Z 
1 2
dS
F =
p0 − ρv
2

(3.16)

If we choose not to integrate, the Bernoulli force appears as a pressure:



1 2
p = p0 − ρv
2

(3.17)

This force is required to open the reed, and therefore the particle velocity in
this equation is that in the mouthpiece. The force that acts on the reed, opening
or closing it, is the sum of all forces involved: F = (−p0 S + pS) where p0 is mouth
pressure and p is mouthpiece pressure. If we model the reed’s displacement as
being springlike, inasmuch as it acts under a restoring force proportional to its dis-
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placement from equilibrium, then we can use Hooke’s Law to find the displacement,
where s is the mechanical stiffness and C =

1
s

is mechanical compliance:

F = s∆x or ∆x =

F
s

= FC

⇒ (x − x0 ) = (−p0 + p) SC

(3.18)
(3.19)

If we define wef f to be the effective width of the aperture, then the volume
velocity through the reed is U = wef f xv. Since we now have an expression for the
reed position x, and because we can use the Bernoulli equation to solve for v, we
can explicitly describe U as a function of p: [11]

r

2
U = wef f xv = wef f (x0 + (−p0 + p) SC)
(p0 − p)
ρ
r
r
1
3
2
2
(p − p0 ) 2 − wef f SC
(p − p0 ) 2
= wef f x0
ρ
ρ

(3.20)
(3.21)

Therefore, the volume velocity in the mouthpiece is a nonlinear function of the
pressure difference across the reed. Plotting this function in Figure 3.9, a great
deal of intuition can be gleaned from visualizing this important function.
Before the instrument is excited, the reed is open, and the impedance at the
mouthpiece looking down into the instrument is purely resistive, due to a mostly
static DC flow. The admittance is then

Y =

∂U
∂ (p0 − p)

(3.22)
p=0

This admittance is just the slope of the graph in Figure 3.9. To be clear,
using “impedance” or “admittance” here refers to the differential version of those
quantities at a certain point, describing the slope of the tangent line of the curve
at that point, not a vector from the origin to that point, which would describe pure
admittance. This distinction is illustrated by the ∂ in the above equation. When
the slope is positive, so is the resistive impedance of the instrument. However, when
a sufficient pressure difference is introduced, the resistance becomes negative, and
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Figure 3.9: Nonlinear reed behavior
supplies energy to the system.
This is the key to allowing stable oscillation of the reed. During steady state,
the reed and air column reinforce each other: when the reed is closed, the phase of
the air column is such that high pressure in the mouthpiece will force the reed back
open. Half a cycle later, the reed will be fully open but the pressure in the mouthpiece p will recede and the blowing pressure p0 will force the reed closed again.
This delicate positive-feedback loop by which flow and pressure are non-linearly
related is the purpose for current source named Flow Into Bore in Figure 2.4,
which takes its value based on the pressure difference across the reed as described
in Equation (3.21).
In real world settings, the blowing pressure from the player is not purely impulsive, meaning that the risetime to reach steady blowing pressure p0 is important
both in musical playing and in the SPICE model. In order to produce sound
within a reasonable time span from when the player begins blowing, the time rate
of change of pressure should be rather steep. However, too great a pressure change
can cause unpredictable reed behavior and convergence issues in the computation
of the model. To avoid this, the SPICE model must use an input pressure function
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whose time derivative obeys these lower and upper bounds. This is done simply with multiple piecewise linear pressure sources, whose values assure that the
pressure reaches the necessary constant value in the correct amount of time.
For reed instruments, the range of available frequencies that can excite the
instrument is limited by the mechanical resonance of the reed itself. This is reminiscent of the mechanical resonance of the loudspeaker from the discussion in
Chapter 2. For clarinets, the reed can excite the instrument in a wide bandwidth,
up to its own mechanical resonance. Several of the impedance peaks lie in this
bandwidth. The exact frequency peak that is produced is highly dependent on the
shape of the input impedance curve of the instrument. The low-pass filter on the
imepdance vs. frequency curve from the tone hole lattice is relevant here. When
the instrument settles to one of the available impedance peaks, its modes are not
strictly harmonic. The mechanism by which the instrument achieves an exactly
harmonic structure is called mode locking and is addressed in Appendix A.
A final, and often important, function of the reed refers again to its mechanical
resonance, but in a different way. If the reed resonance is at or near a low-order
harmonic of the playing frequency, it can serve to strengthen and further stabilize
oscillation. [12] If the reed resonance is not near a harmonic of the desired frequency, then it must be shifted appropriately. For musicians, this requires a change
in embouchure. This characteristic of the reed resonance coupling to standing wave
modes has not been rigorously proven, but still suggests the advantage of changing
the physical properties of the reed while it is vibrating.
Those properties, effective mass, stiffness, and resistance, are changed by placing the lips in a specific way. From simple harmonic motion theory, changing the
p
stiffness alters the frequency according to the formula for resonance ω0 = ms for
mechanical stiffness s. Additionally, changing the damping can also cause the reed
p
resonance to change as it causes the damped natural frequency ωd = ω02 − β 2 ,
which is the actual resonance frequency of the reed, to shift depending on the
value of β =

R
2m

for mechanical resistance value R and mass m. Recall that the

mechanical stiffness, resistance, and mass can be found as the leftmost elements
of Figure 2.4.
Players over time have determined empirically what embouchure to use for a
given desired note. Since a change in how the lips interact with the reed causes
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a change in both the mechanical resistance and the mechanical stiffness, it is extremely difficult or impossible to try to predict mathematically the best combination of bite pressure and location on the reed which would cause the desired
resonance frequency shift. Experimentation, beyond the scope of this thesis, will
be necessary to determine the best combination of material, analogous bite pressure, and location on the reed.

SPICE Model Results
The entire SPICE model for a clarinet in air has now been shown, including all
of the subcircuits. However, there are more qualities of clarinet behavior that
are relevant because they will provide added context and become useful when
conducting experiments on the eventual prototype. However, to stay focused only
on those clarinet principles which are directly present in the model, these topics
are located in Appendix A. What follows are the results of executing the model
as it has been presented. It is worthwhile to look at the output of the model to
see how well it conforms to what is expected from the presented theory and past
literature.
Figure 3.10 shows four important aspects of the model which speak to the
accuracy of the recreation. Figure 3.11 shows the same results but zoomed in to
view the oscillation pattern more clearly.
Each plot shows two different phenomena, colored to match the corresponding
y-axis. In the top plot of each figure, the blue curve shows the input pressure.
The related circuitry was not shown but its subcircuit representation is in Figure
2.4 and its contents explained on page 28. The voltage has been appropriately
converted to a pressure∗ and the reed position, shown in black, converted to a
distance from equilibrium. The reed position especially shows promising evidence
for the validity of the model because it is consistent with observed reed behavior.
Specifically, past experiements show that the reed visibly appears to spend much
of a cycle at the displacement extrema, either fully open or fully closed. [13, 14]
The displacement curve of Figure 3.11 corroborates that observation.
∗

The deviation from the standard unit of pascals is done to match the eventual experiments
wherein using psi will be the easiest way to measure the necessary input pressure.
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Figure 3.10: The time domain results of the analog model created and run in
SPICE.

Figure 3.11: The time domain results of the analog model created and run in
SPICE, zoomed in from Figure 3.10.
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The bottom plot of each figure shows two important plots relating to the pressure, in blue, and volume flow, in black, into at the mouthpiece looking into the
bore. These values are crucial to determining the impedance Zin looking into
the bore of the instrument, which is the foundation of using the transmission line
equation to describe the behavior of the system. In long-term experimentation, it
will be useful to directly measure this impedance, and therefore these values will
become an important part of perfecting prototypes as they are built.
These graphs illustrate a reasonably quick transient period followed by a stable
waveform which does not appear to vary with frequency or phase over time. This
observation, and the shape and magnitude of each waveform appears consistent
with clarinet performance: the input pressure is greater than but on the order of
the pressure into the bore, the reed displacement provides significant oscillation
without clipping against the mouthpiece, and the volume flow into the bore is also
on the expected order of magnitude for the geometry of the instrument. Additionally, the volume flow waveform bears resemblance to previous attempts to model
clarinet performance by alternate techniques. [15]
In addition to time domain results, we can observe the frequency domain behavior of the signal, shown in Figure 3.12. This model of a clarinet in air predicts a
fundamental frequency of 255 Hz, and subsequent harmonics of that peak are close
integer multiples of the fundamental. This plot is a useful consistency check: we
have no new information as compared to only looking at the time domain results,
but we do have an easier way of looking at the tonal nature of the signal. Based
on all of the results, we can be confident that the present model has successfully
recreated the behavior of a typical clarinet in air. At present, the model has not
computed results for a water medium. Future evolutions of the model will address
this change.
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Figure 3.12: The frequency domain results of the analog model created and run
in SPICE. Spectral density calculated from the pressure into the bore (See Figure
3.10).
This chapter has not only completed the explanation of the equivalent circuit
presented in Figure 2.4, but also discussed the relevant properties of clarinet acoustics which will become important to know when setting up an experiment to test
the feasibility of making an underwater projector based on these physics. What
follows is an account of the development of that experimentation and the collected
data that the tests yielded.

Chapter

4

Descriptions of Initial
Clarinet-Like LFP Prototype and
Experimental Methods
With a thorough understanding of clarinet acoustics and confidence in the results
of the SPICE model, it is now appropriate to discuss the experimental process of
creating the low-frequency projector (LFP) and testing the theory of the design.
The main goals of the study are to prove that the concept is valid and to measure
the frequency content of any signal produced. It will also be useful to know other
qualities such as signal strength and repeatibility. This chapter will describe the
experimental setup, and the following chapter will discuss the result and analysis
of the acquired data.

Experimental Setup
A suitable laboratory with a long water chamber, roughly .5x.5x3 meters, was used
for experiments. For the projector to be properly constructed, it was necessary to
recreate crucial aspects of clarinet architecture. Specifically, the requirements are
a tube to act as a resonator, a pressure operated flow control valve, an enclosure
to house it, and a source of constant pressure. A wooden bore and reed are too
compliant relative to water, and so were replaced with steel. The flow control valve
used is simply a copy of a clarinet reed and mouthpiece. The source of water comes
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from the municipal tap, which works for the early feasibility experiments. However,
a pressurized water source built specifically for this construction will eventually be
necessary for later tests. In the absence of this sophisticated pressure source, a
pressure regulator is included to lower the pressure to an acceptable range, under
25 psi or 172 kPa. Too high pressure a forces the reed closed and can “choke” the
system, but the pressure must still be high enough to excite the reed into regular
oscillation. Most tests showed that this range of pressures to be roughly 7-15 psi
or 48-103 kPa. A flow-control valve allows even more detailed control, to .5 psi, or
3.45 kPa, precision, so the necessary blowing pressure can be found.
The desire for an adjustable length of the resonator motivates many configurations, all of which used varying lengths of steel pipe. Using attachment fixtures,
the resonator can be two or four feet long and also have a four foot tone hole lattice attached to it. These lengths correspond to .609 and 1.22 meters respectively.
The reference to non-standard units comes from how the pipes are labeled by the
manufacturer. Here, we will use “two foot” and “four foot” more as descriptions
of which resonator was chosen rather than as rigorous measurements of its total
length. This gives five total resonator length combinations, including the option
of no resonator attached at all. Each of these combinations should theoretically
have their own impedance spectrum. However, recall that attaching a tone hole
lattice should not affect the fundamental frequency, given a high enough cutoff.
The tone hole lattice was constructed from a steel pipe with the same characteristics as the other resonator parts. Holes were drilled every 300 mm and have a
diameter of 4 mm. This combination was chosen in order that the cutoff frequency
induced by the tone holes be approximately 1500 Hz. While it was normally to give
the user a much wider range in available frequencies to play, the reason for using
tones holes in this experiment was be to attenuate upper impedance peaks. By
simplifying the impedance spectrum, it is believed that the likelihood for stable,
low-fundamental oscillation increases. However, this hypothesis was not sufficiently
substantiated by the subsequent tests.
The last component is a makeshift mouth or pressure chamber, connecting the
source of the input pressure to the mouthpiece and also the mouthpiece to the
bore. Additionally, the chamber must have at least one removable part so the
mouthpiece can be placed, adjusted, and removed. Past experiments on clarinet
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acoustics made airtight chambers in which constant blowing pressure was easily
established. However, the complication of making a watertight pressure chamber
requires a new setup.
Several ideas were attempted; the most effective of these, shown in complete
construction in Figure 4.1, was to construct a clear box, with 1/2” thick plastic
sides, of four permanently attached walls, mapping a rectangular floor area 8”x5”,
and detachable top and bottom. The deviation from SI units are a result of how
the product is advertised and sold; the dimensions correspond to 12.7, 203.2, and
127 mm respectively. The top and bottom plates are fixed with strips of closedcell foam such that the foam creates a seal between the plate and the edges of
the side walls. When compressed with bar clamps, the seal is strong enough to be
temporarily watertight at the water pressures of interest.

Figure 4.1: Box-shaped Watertight Pressure Chamber With Detachable Top and
Bottom Plate, Designed as an Artificial Mouth.
Each of the long ends of the box have holes drilled; one for the hose that would
supply the constant water pressure and the other to connect the mouthpiece to
the outside of the box via a short PVC 7/8” nominal radius connecting pipe. The
mouthpiece, which is an actual clarinet mouthpiece holding a flat stainless steel
reed cut to the same cross-sectional area as a typical clarinet reed, fits exactly into
a PVC connector of this size. The other end of the PVC connector leads outside
the box and connects to the resonator.
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In all experiments done to date, the only significant change to the setup is the
introduction of a new geometry for the pressure chamber. The greatest challenge
with the pressure chamber was to make it watertight. In that interest, a cylindrical
chamber has several advantages. For example, the round walls are structurally
stronger, and detachable parts at the end of a cylinder gives less surface area for
potential leaks. Figure 4.2 both shows this change to the pressure chamber and
also the completely constructed apparatus, with a two-foot stainless steel pipe
attached.

Figure 4.2: Cylindrical Watertight Pressure Chamber With Detachable End Plates,
Designed as an Artificial Mouth.
Throughout the experiments, neither design geometry was shown to be consistently superior. For the box-shaped design, the large volume lowers the Helmholtz
frequency, where the inside of the box is the volume and the inertance is the short
length of PVC pipe connecting the input hosing to the inside of the box, a length of
about 7 cm. However, each design has a Helmholtz frequency that falls within the
bandwidth containing the sounded “clarinet” fundamental, between 150 and 300
Hz. Therefore, one would not be more effective than the other at avoiding unintentional excitation of the Helmholtz mode. Additionally, both geometries require the
detachable plates, which are highly mobile and can vibrate significantly. Figure
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4.3 shows the device with the system actively making sound. The top and bottom
plates are caused to move because of the oscillations. These excite the clamps
which create waves on the surface of the water. Because these limitations existed
for both pressure chamber geometries, both were equally valid for producing valid
results as they are presented in the next chapter.

Figure 4.3: Vibrating Plate and Clamps Exciting Surface Waves in the Water
Channel
To summarize, the entire system, from water source to radiating elements,
consists of:
• A hose from the tap to a regulator, controlling the pressure downstream,
• More tubing which passes water to a flow-control valve,
• Water entering the plastic enclosure at a controlled pressure. In this box is
the reed and mouthpiece,
• Connected to the mouthpiece, through to the outside of the box, is the bore.
The length of the bore is variable, as is the inclusion of a tone hole lattice.
Using an Edo Western Model 6600 Transducer∗ hydrophone, data was collected,
typically at fsample = 20 kHz, and passed to a pre-amplifier. The signal reaches
∗

The specifications are in Appendix B.
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the computer which displays the data and also writes it to a text file using a
pre-written LabVIEW program.
Throughout the data collection period, there was significant difficulty in establishing a useful signal. This adversity had many causes. The most common of
these causes was the inability to properly seal the pressure chamber. A small leak
can affect the harmonic content of the signal and weaken its amplitude. A large
leak, or multiple small ones, can inhibit a signal altogether by preventing sufficient
static pressure in the chamber to excite the reed.
Conversely, too much static pressure can cause different, but equally detrimental problems. When excess pressure is introduced to the reed, the dynamic pressure
that results causes significant cavitation in the resonator. This was evidenced by
a cloud of small bubbles, visibly consistent with cavitation, which appears only
when the reed is excited.
The minimum pressure threshold for exciting the reed varied from as low as
6-7 psi up to 11-12 psi. As a result, it was very difficult know exactly how much
minimum pressure was required to excite the reed into vibration and also avoid
cavitation associated with too much pressure. The effects of the cavitation clouds
are not only to alter the sound speed and density of the medium, which can affect
the characteristics of standing waves in the resonator, but also the establishment
of secondary sound sources, received by the hydrophone, which complicate the
post-processing results in the frequency domain due to the broadband spectrum
and significant pressure level associated with this phenomenon.
This issue, and others, will be explored more in the next chapter. Here, it
is introduced to illustrate the need not only for a working prototype and data
acquisition system, but for a flexible operator to be able to adapt to the everchanging criteria necessary for a clean signal. The following chapter shows the
results of the data collection. Despite the complications from properly sealing
the pressure chamber and the presence of a cavitation cloud, many data show
promising results for the feasibility of the device.

Chapter

5

Experimental Results and
Discussion
Over several weeks, a series of experiments were conducted using the variety of
experimental setups described in the previous chapter, including two different
pressure chambers, five different combinations of resonator lengths, and multiple choices of material and thickness for the reed. The results of data collection
show favorable potential for the future of this projector.
There are many different ways to view and analyze the collected data. The simplest involves viewing the time waveform and also the spectral density. The former
shows the waveform pattern and amplitude over time, allowing for visual evidence
of a clarinet-like tone. The frequency content is very important in showing whether
the signal has a spectrum based on a fundamental with integer overtones. Trials in
which the signal has strong peaks at integrally related frequencies are considered
the most stable and most successful at recreating a musical tone. Another useful
post-processing technique is to analyze collected data with a spectrogram, which
plots spectral density over both time and frequency axes. Doing so shows whether
a signal wavers over time in its frequency content or energy level.

Time Waveform and Spectral Density
Figure 5.1 shows time and frequency content of a trial taken with the two foot
resonator and no tone hole lattice. The time waveform has been zoomed in to show
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individual cycles and the spectral density results are from a 1.2 second section of
the time domain data, starting from a time such that the signal is most similar
to the desired result. Specifically, the signal is consistent in amplitude, is not
in a transient mode, and does not appear to be dominated by ambient noise or
cavitation interference.
From the data, it is clear that the waveform, while not altogether smooth and
with evidence of clipping, is clearly periodic. This is seen more clearly in the
frequency content. There is a fundamental frequency near 250 Hz, and several
distinct overtones having amplitudes with a general trend of dropping 3 dB per
peak for the first few peaks. By comparison, Figure 5.2 shows the results of another
trial, this time with the four foot tone hole lattice attached to the end of the two
foot resonator.

Figure 5.1: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
240 Hz Fundamental
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Figure 5.2: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 250 Hz Fundamental
Recall that the tone hole lattice is designed to attenuate higher frequency peaks
in the impedance of the resonator, not necessarily the amplitude of overtones in
the signal, so the fact that upper mode peaks in this trial differ in amplitude
from the structure of Figure 5.2 is more likely a result of different environmental
circumstances such as a fluctuating influence from cavitation.
In addition to tests that yielded a fundamental frequency near 250 Hz, there
were also numerous trials that showed a fundamental closer to 90 Hz. The exact
source of this lower frequency mode is still not well-known; it is likely either a
subharmonic of the resonator or an acoustic mode of the pressure chamber to
which the reed oscillation coupled. Figure 5.3 shows one example of such results.
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Figure 5.3: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 87.5 Hz Fundamental
Despite the difference in fundamental frequency, the presence of many overtones
at nearly integer multiples of the fundamental still exist, suggesting that this is still
indeed a tone produced by a type of self-sustained oscillator and not a different
phenomenon. This assertion is supported by spectral plots from clarinet in air
experiments conducted in the past. [16, 17]
Another favorable quality of these signals is the amplitude of signal output.
While not precise due to complications from hydrophone placement, wall reflections from the water channel, and the secondary sound source from the present
cavitation, the mean square pressures shown in the above figures both corroborate
the model and also successfully recreate the typical behavior of a clarinet such that
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a reasonably practical input pressure by the player can produce significant sound
pressure levels by the instrument. The fact that cavitation was produced at all by
the device affirms that it is producing high dynamic pressure.
These data, and several other trials with similar results which are found in
Appendix C, give confidence that applying the acoustics of clarinet behavior to
a water medium is a viable strategy for powering an underwater, low frequency
projector. The signal is especially promising considering that, assuming cwater =
1500

m
s

and a pipe diameter of 19 mm, this corresponds to an operating frequency of

ka = .003591 for the 90 Hz case and the 250 Hz signal produces a non-dimensional
frequency of ka = .009975. While it is true that the presence of cavitation bubbles
will alter the sound speed of the medium, preventing precise measurements of its
sound speed, such a high pressure level being produced at such a low value of ka
gives promise for the future of the design.

Signal Stability - Spectrogram Data
An important quality of the desired signal is that it should maintain stability for
a reasonable amount of time. As the sophistication of the design improves, the
signal should be stable enough for indefinite time duration, limited only by the
needs of the user. However, Figures 5.1-5.3 do not give perspective on this quality
of the signal. The spectral density measurement which produces those results give
frequency content for only a 1.2 second portion of the collected time domain data.
Instead, examining the spectral content of the entire sample can inform whether
the signal is truly stable or if the nature of the peaks in the spectral density change
over time. It is therefore helpful to view data in a spectrogram. Stable harmonics
will appear as horizontal lines, equally spaced from each other.
As an example, Figure 5.4 shows the same data from Figure 5.2, but with all
ten seconds of time domain data laid out in a spectrogram. The record size was
2048 samples, roughly a tenth of a second, and only 25% overlapping was applied
for smoothing. This choice preserves subtle time-domain changes in the display.
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Figure 5.4: Spectrogram Data Associated with Data from Figure 5.2
In this view, it is clear that the waveform is stable throughout the entire ten
second trial. Each significant peak in the spectral density of Figure 5.2 shows as a
solid line and neither wavers in frequency nor changes amplitude over time. This
trial has all of the characteristics of the ideal signal.
A much more complicated signal is shown in Figure 5.5, which shows the same
data from Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: Spectrogram Data Associated with Data from Figure 5.3
It is clear that, while the fundamental frequency and the first few overtones appear constant in frequency over time, there is a section during which the signal
strength is markedly weaker. Additionally, many of the higher overtones appear
highly unfixed, wandering significantly over time. This anomaly suggests that the
fundamental is not at a constant frequency over time, and that this instability
propagates geometrically as a function of mode number, becoming increasingly
more visible on the spectrogram. It is also possible that the instability of the upper modes is related to volatile and unstable mode locking. Whatever the cause,
this example shows that while the signal is still very clarinet-like and has relatively
high source strength even in its weak section, there are stability issues which must
be addressed.
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Another example of a signal which shows qualities of the desired time waveform
but which also shows complications is displayed in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Spectrogram Data for Two Foot Resonator and 263 Hz Fundamental
This data, which is from a trial not yet analyzed this chapter, resembles the data
from Figures 5.2 and 5.4 in that it has a fundamental very near 250 Hz and shows
several overtones which are stable in frequency over the ten second trial. However,
more overtone-like lines appear above that, between 1500 and 2200 Hz, which are
weaker and not constant in frequency over time. It is not immediately apparent
whether these are actual overtones or if a secondary source is producing significant
sound pressures and interfering with the main signal’s spectrum.
Additionally, many frequency lines appear between the established overtones
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approximately halfway into the time axis. Again, it is unclear whether the nature
of the signal has changed in this time span or if other factors are at play. It appears
that the new frequency lines are equidistant from other harmonic lines, suggesting
that the energy in those frequencies is associated with the main signal. However,
it is unclear not only why they do not show throughout the time axis but also
why the signal would have energy at what appears to be half-integer multiples
of the fundamental. These interesting questions and anomalies motivate further
experimentation.

Signal Repeatibility - Comparisons Between Multiple Data
Sets
Examining a single trial of data has shown that the concept is valid and that
further exploration in the idea is well-founded. However, this signal must not only
be feasible and sustainable, but also repeatable. To test this quality, it is necessary
to look at multiple sets of data and compare them to see how similar the signals are
with one another. By overlaying spectral densities, it is immediately clear whether
or not similar phenomena are occurring between these trials.
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Figure 5.7: Spectral Density for Two Adjacent Trials

Figure 5.8: Spectral Density for Two Adjacent Trials (See Figure 5.2)
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Figure 5.7 shows the spectral densities of two trials. Neither of these sets of
data refer to previous trials presented in this chapter. However, they are taken
during the same experimental period as the data from Figure 5.1. The blue data
in Figure 5.8, however, does correspond to the same data presented in Figure 5.2.
The red data is from an adjacent trial in the same experimental setup. This data is
shown on a linear scale and with normalized amplitude to see with more precision
relative amplitudes between corresponding peaks.
These plots affirm that the signal can be repeated such that the harmonic
content remains the same between adjacent trials. Both with and without the tone
hole lattice, the spectra lay almost directly atop one another, with discrepancies
only in relative peak amplitude.
The data has given assurance to the viability of the projector to produce a
sound which resembles that of a clarinet based on the relevant acoustic principles.
Despite the complications described in the previous section, it is clear that it is
possible to generate a strong, stable, and repeatable signal.

Chapter

6

Conclusions and Future Work
The field of woodwind acoustics has been highly explored and a vast literature
explains the behavior of a clarinet in air. In order to test whether those principles
are applicable in a water medium, a sophisticated model of a clarinet in air must
first be developed accurately. Only when the model predicts a useful solution is it
reasonable to begin building prototypes. This paper has discussed the details of
that model by introducing the topmost layer of the analog circuit and explaining
each of the finer details in conjunction with an explanation of the physical principles
that they are designed to recreate.
Upon fully explaining both the acoustic behavior of a typical clarinet and the
model which predicts that behavior, a description of the experimental methods
illustrated the construction and testing of early prototypes for the underwater
projector which is the reason for having created the SPICE model. The results
of the experimentation show with a high degree of certainty that the concept of
designing such a projector based on clarinet acoustics is feasible. This conclusion is
drawn from multiple observations of a stable and periodic waveform with significant
sound pressure levels. Many figures both in the time and frequency domain show
that, despite complications such as visible cavitation bubble clouds, a harmonic
spectrum associated with a periodic waveform is still reasonable to expect from
this device.
Securing the future of this device requires several improvements. It is necessary to improve the stability of the signal, alleviate issues with cavitation, done by
simply operating the device at a greater depth, and control frequency and ampli-
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tude with more precision. Specifically, controlling amplitude is important because
much of the current understanding of clarinet acoustics relies on small vibration
theory. Excessive amplitudes not only cause the present cavitation issues, but also
increase waveform complexity and inhibit comparison to well-understood physics.
[14] In order to control amplitude, an accurate measurement of the sound pressure
level must be possible. This requires a new test facility which is well characterized
so that its effects can be calibrated out of the measurement.
An independent water supply will be necessary to carefully and accurately
control the input pressure. Additionally, impedance measurements are important
because using impedance to describe clarinet behavior was the foundation for proceeding with the original modeling. It is also desirable to increase automation,
control directionality, change the design shape to be more compact, and replace
the physical reed with a more sophisticated valve-type mechanism which more precisely controls the flow into the resonator. There are many ways to improve on the
original designs. However, it is sufficient to claim that the premise of building an
underwater projector based on clarinet acoustic principles is valid.
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Appendix A
Modeling an Ideal Transformer
Figure A.1 below shows the subcircuit held in the transformer symbol of Figure
2.4.

Figure A.1: Constructed “Ideal” Transformer in SPICE model, used to convert
from the mechanical to the acoustical domain and back.
The transformer is constructed by using two gyrators, anti-reciprocal components which alter the voltage and current by a fixed factor.
If we define three points on this figure, shown in red, then the first gyrator
will relate the voltages and currents between points 1 and 2 in a familiar way; the
second gyrator relates voltages and currents between points 1 and 3 with the same
matrix:
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Sreed of the reed, and

the two gyrators become an area transformer with φ = Sreed . The resistors have
high impedance and are there to prevent voltage leak within the transformer. The
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purpose of the double-gyrator system is to work symbiotically with the resistors.

Mode Locking
In addition to the positive-feedback loop between the reed and the air column, the
nonlinearity of the reed couples to the natural inharmonic shortcomings of a lossy
pipe and allows for what is called mode locking, in which the nonlinear driving
force causes the slightly inharmonic system to settle to perfect integer relations.
The purpose of discussing this phenomena is both to further couple the reed and
resonator and also to give context to the difficulties that could arise when building
a prototype: with a generator that excites an input impedance having several
resonant peaks, it can be difficult to achieve a stable tone without knowing the
conditions under which such a tone is more easily achieved.
Mode locking relies on the feedback mechanism between the reed and the resonator. As the feedback loop occurs, phase differences between any two almost
harmonic modes will adjust slightly such that within a few cycles they adjust to
exact integer relations. There are five key elements required for mode locking to
occur: [18]
• The two modes must be close to each other. For example, the fundamental
can couple to the second, third, or maybe fourth mode easily, but not the
twelfth.
• The frequencies of the modes must be nearly harmonically related.
• There must be high initial coupling between the modes. If we describe the
modes Ψn with a forced, damped wave equation,

∂Ψn
∂t2

∂Ψ
+ β ∂Ψ
− c2 ∂x
2 = λn F
∂t

where λn are the coupling coefficients between the modes, then the open
boundary condition at the mouthpiece end requires that these coupling coefficients be large.
• The driving force must be highly nonlinear.
• The amplitudes of each mode must be large.
Each of these conditions is satisfied by a clarinet system: The tone hole lattice
restricts upper modes from having high amplitudes, resulting in mode locking
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only in the lowest, most energized modes, the modes are very nearly harmonically
related, and the driving force is highly nonlinear, being a function of a half and
three halves power of the pressure difference across the reed.
The practical application of these five criteria comes in properly recreating the
impedance spectrum. If higher order peaks are not sufficiently damped, or if the
lowest are not sufficiently high amplitude, the system will either be multiphonic,
will jump stochastically between modes reminiscent a Duffing system, or a combination of the two.

Multiple Impedances
Not only is the impedance of the instrument crucial in determining the behavior
of its reed, but the “upstream” impedance of the mouth and bronchial system can
also be of consequence. This is especially true in saxophones. While the literature
suggests that this is not significant for clarinets, it is worth investigating why this
is true, both by understanding this impedance coupling and also by visualizing it
in the SPICE model.[19]
Recall that when a player excites the instrument, the positive-feedback from
the air column maintains the reed’s oscillation. This feedback is a result of the
nonlinear coupling that maintains the standing wave in the air column. As has
been explained, when the pressure at the mouthpiece end is maximal, it pushes
the reed back open to allow more air from the mouth to flow through the opening.
The act of the reed moving open and closed, however, also produces some flow of
air upstream. It is possible that this secondary source could be coupling to both
the air column and the vocal tract. Therefore, it is the sum of the air column
impedance and the vocal tract impedance that affects the reed’s behavior.
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Figure A.2: Main model with upstream impedance included
Figure A.2 shows the schematic of the main model slightly altered to account for
this upstream impedance. To the right is the bore and radiation load, unaffected
by this addition. This model is different in three significant ways as compared to
Figure 2.4:
• To the left of the reed components, labeled Yreed, is a small section of tube
that represents the vocal tract of the player or constant-pressure source.
• This model is not a time-domain model. Rather, this model measures the
impedance of the system in a range of frequencies.
• AC 1 represents a constant flow source in lieu of the pressure source that is
in the main model. The flow source is enough to measure the impedance of
the system.
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Figure A.3: Impedance curve looking both down the pipe and back upstream
Figure A.3 shows the results of the SPICE modeling of this impedance measurement. The green curve is the mouth impedance. Appearing as the impedance of a
lossy pipe, this curve is simply a tangent curve with attenuated peaks as frequency
increases. The blue curve is the impedance looking down the bore, which includes
the filtering properties of the tone hole lattice. The red curve is the sum of the
blue and green curves. With the exception of the peak at 3 kHz, it is clear that
the upstream impedance is many orders lower than the bore impedance, which is
consistent with the previous argument. The peak at 3 kHz is unlikely to be the
fundamental frequency sounded because of the number of peaks that come at lower
frequencies. The model clearly shows that the vocal tract impedance is so much
lower than that of the instrument column that it has little influence on the reed’s
oscillation pattern. This is consistent with previous results of a clarinet in air.
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Appendix B
The following are the specification sheets for the EDO 6000 Transducer used to
acquire data in the experimentation associated with this paper.
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Appendix C
Here, data is presented to further corroborate the claim that the underwater projector prototype succeeded in recreating clarinet behavior by producing a harmonic
tone at significant sound pressure level. Much of this data highly resembles the
results shown in Chapter 5, and is included both for the sake of completeness and
also to illustrate the thorough level of testing that was conducted during this early
feasibility stage of this project. Refer to the titles and captions for information
on which resonance was measured (near 250 Hz or near 90 Hz) and the type of
resonator used (two feet or six feet).

Figure C.1: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 256 Hz Fundamental
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Figure C.2: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 255 Hz Fundamental

Figure C.3: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 244 Hz Fundamental
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Figure C.4: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 278 Hz Fundamental

Figure C.5: Time Waveform and Spectral Density for Two Foot Resonator with
Attached Four Foot Tone Hole Lattice with 275 Hz Fundamental
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